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How the ATO’s new LRBA rules affect SMSF 
trustees  
SMSF trustees must comply with new rules around Limited Recourse Borrowing 
Arrangements by 31 January 2017 to avoid a hefty tax bill.
The introduction of changes to the rules around Limited Recourse Borrowing Arrangements (LRBAs) for self-managed 
super funds (SMSFs) has been pushed back by the Australian Taxation Office (ATO), giving trustees an additional  
six months to comply.
The new rules, which require any related party loan to a SMSF to be considered an arms’ length deal, will now come 
into effect on 31 January 2017 to allow SMSF investors extra time to review their borrowing arrangements and make any 
necessary changes.
In April, the ATO has also released a Practice Compliance Guideline providing guidance on the factors it believes signify 
an arm’s length arrangement. For a real property loan that includes a formal written agreement; an interest rate of 5.75  
per cent for the 2015/16 financial year; monthly principal and interest repayments; a loan term of 15 years or less; and  
a maximum loan to value ratio (LVR) of 70 per cent for both commercial and residential property.
If the investment being purchased is a parcel of identical stock exchange listed shares, the loan should have an interest 
rate of 7.75 per cent for the 2015/16 financial year; a loan term of seven years or less; and a maximum LVR of 50 per cent 
to finance the LRBA.
The ATO has also committed to providing further guidance, including case studies, by the end of September.

What will happen if trustees miss the extended deadline?
An SMSF can only borrow money to invest in very limited circumstances. A trustee can use an LRBA to fund the purchase 
of a single asset or parcel of identical stock exchange listed shares, to be held in a separate trust.
Basically, under an LRBA, if the loan defaults the lender’s rights are limited to the asset held in the separate trust.
Over the past few years, the popularity of LRBAs has significantly grown forcing the ATO to issue continuous guidance.
The ATO is trying to further clarify the rules applying to related-party loans given a number of LRBAs have low or zero-
interest loans and other generous terms.
In 2014, the ATO issued a private binding ruling, stating that the income derived from an LRBA that was non-commercial 
had non-arm’s length income rules applied to it.
Therefore any earnings from the relevant asset would be taxed at the highest marginal tax rate, rather than 15 per cent  
in accumulation phase or nil in pension phase.

The ATO is committed to ensuring that where an SMSF has taken out a related-party loan, that arrangement was 
entered into and maintained on terms consistent with an “arm’s length dealing”.

If it is not, SMSFs must either adhere to the ATO’s new guidelines by 31 January 2017 or refinance their loan through  
a commercial lender or pay out the LBRA.
Failure to do so will result in the ATO deeming that the asset gives rise to non-arm’s length income, which should be  
taxed at the highest marginal tax rate – 47 per cent!
It’s important for SMSF trustees to speak to their financial adviser as soon as possible to ensure they understand the 
impact of the ATO’s new rules and will comply by the extended deadline.
In order to meet the requirements, investors may need to make payments of interest and capital for the year ended  
30 June 2016 from their SMSF prior to 31 January 2017.

 


